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Hunters to your rifles! Bring out your shooter skills in Hunter and his 3 different game modes!

In the training camp game mode 140 levels are available with different goals and different targets!

The AI Battle game mode allows you to challenge a random AI in the training camp!

The Hunting game mode has 7 levels and allows you to hunt the animal in its natural habitat!

  Will you have enough precision to overcome all levels? 

 Features:

► 3 different game modes!
► 3 types of rifles!
► 4 types of scope!

► Bonus shop!
► 140 levels in Training camp mode!

► 7 levels in the Hunting mode!
► AI random in AI Battle mode!

► Addictive!
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Title: Hunter
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphique

Storage: 120 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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Hunter is an OKish shooting game - certainly not great, but passable for a dollar or less (buy it if it's on special, as it's not worth
full price).

You can play the game in Training mode (shooting at targets), Versus mode (shooting at targets, trying to beat the score of an AI
player), or Hunting mode (shooting at animals in the wild).

It is an extremely basic game. For instance, when you are shooting at animals in the wild, you shoot at a few grazing deer, who
then bound off, and you shoot at them from the same spot. You don't hunt animals through the bush.
The graphics are very basic.

I can't say that I liked the rifle mechanics in the game.
If you look off to the side, it takes ages to bring the rifle back to your target (pro tip: don't look off to the side).
In order to shoot you have to take your finger off the mouse (which is rather counter-intuitive, as you would expect to click on
the mouse to shoot).
However, once you get used to it, it's OK.

Hunter is worth it if you buy it at a throwaway price (e.g. 75 cents - i.e. a small amount of money, which you could throw away
in a wishing well).
Play it for half an hour, and then maybe (or maybe not) go back to it again if you're feeling bored with your other games.
I would recommend the game for a brief bit of amusement, nothing more - it passes only on the basis of its cheapness to
entertainment ratio (if it wasn't cheap, I wouldn't recommend it at all).. Hunter is an OKish shooting game - certainly not great,
but passable for a dollar or less (buy it if it's on special, as it's not worth full price).
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